Law Offices
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

November 7, 2002

Axxx Axxx, M.D. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx		
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Dr. Axxx:

This is to follow-up my certified letter sent to your office last week, and responds to your report to Dr. Yxxx, attached hereto, which is based on what apparently has been a shocking pack of misrepresentations made by Mrs. Mxxx's son, and taken by you unwittingly as the truth.  Sonx Mxxx currently is facing the wrong end of a lawsuit for the conversion of a considerable amount of his mother's funds, and it appears that he is establishing his "defense" to this pending action or planning on seeking some kind of guardianship over his mother in order to avoid having to disgorge himself of her money.

In addition, Dr. Axxx: kindly verify directly to me whether or not the enclosed letter, provided to my client by her son, and purporting to be from your office to him in fact did originate from your office.  It is strangely worded and not on your letterhead.  

You may want to consult with other members of Mrs. Mxxx's family, such as Dxxx or Gxxx, in order to reassure yourself that, among other things, Mrs. Mxxx most assuredly is not "belligerant" or having any memory difficulties or "forgetfulness"; her home is not merely well-kept, but beautifully appointed and maintained (and by her, without help); she is in good health, and good spirits (save for dealing with the understandably confusing and dismaying shenanigans and betrayals of late of her own son); and that she is socializing with friends, enjoying life, and eating well (and not of "rotten and outdated food"), and otherwise fully functional.

Demand hereby is made that you correct your records IMMEDIATELY to reflect your accurate personal observations only, to wit: "examining and talking with Mrs. Mxxx would not give one indication of a problem."  

							Yours very truly,


							xxxx xxxx, Esq.
cc:  Mrs. Mxxx
      Yxxx Yxxx, M.D

